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The Problem?
Whose catalogue is it anyway - yours or some arbitrary set of standards that users or suppliers simply cannot
understand? The folk at Epica Solutions firmly believe that a:
"A SPANNER IS A SPANNER"
Can you readily identify and select an item or component from the catalogue to initiate a requisition or purchase? If
not, you may need our services.
Why start with the Catalogue?
Good quality item information data is a productivity enabler as it is vital for the operation of all other supply processes.
It enables informed decision for inventory management, asset management, work order compilation and purchase
order production. Has your business ignored the productivity equation?
“ QUALITY DATA + SYSTEM = PRODUCTIVITY”
The old adage still applies "garbage in -garbage out". The implementation of a sophisticated software system will not
alleviate the problems associated with poor quality data.
The Solution
Epica Solutions provides Australian developed standards for International Commerce and yet easily aligned to NATO,
UNSPSC, ecl@ss and other recognised standards. Simply put, the thrust is on "tailored data content". Epica is able to
provide practical tailored catalogue solutions that will meet the requirements of users, suppliers, systems and still
abide by recognised practical cataloguing standards.
Experience
Fortunately Epica Solutions is well served with consultants whose history of experience (over 50 years combined)
embraces all standards of cataloguing technology. The skill base covers most major materials management systems
such as JDE, MAXIMO, SAP, People Soft, MPAC, MINCOM, etc. This skills and experience base enables Epica to
provide a unique catalogue service including conversions, maintenance and upgrades.
Technical Capability
The company has access to an experienced technical work force, which is ably supported by its hands on
management. Epica also uses the latest advanced technology and quality control systems to provide clients with a
timely quality solution.

POOR QUALITY DATA COSTS BUSINESSES $611 BILLION
PER YEAR IN THE USA ALONE.
(The Warehousing Data Institute - TWDI)
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